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Brightleaf’s AI Extraction Engine uses semantic intelligence and natural language processing technologies to deconstruct
and analyze contracts to extract any information, including, but not limited to data elements, commercial terms, legal
provisions/clauses, obligations, and even tables from contracts.
This powerful AI engine can be integrated into any CLM platform for any third-party paper that comes into the’ system for
negotiation. This document can be sent to Brightleaf’s AI Engine to detect and extract the information desired by each
agreement type.
Brightleaf’s powerful AI extraction software can be embedded into the workflow of the CLM platform system to enable
quick extraction of meta-data from contracts. This integration allows for the reviewer to verify or change any extracted
information before populating the agreement record into the system. Clauses and provisions can also be compared to the
standard clause library for redlining. Tables can be extracted and ingested into the configured platform agreement record.

Key Capabilities of Brightleaf's AI
Extraction Engine

Brightleaf Automated Contract Extraction
Enables You To

 Extract data from the Third Party Paper
automatically
 Ingest into most of the CLM and ERP systems
 Extract data in real time
 Get insights into key provisions at fingertips
 OCR the documents for searchability
 Configure any attribute, even your specific ones
 Secure and scalable architecture

 Keep your ERP or contract lifecycle management
system up-to-date.
 Ensure compliance with existing contracts.
 Avoid penalties and find missing revenue.
 Gain strategic insights into overall legal
obligations, risks, and opportunities.
 Save time and money hiring expensive
abstraction firms.

For us security of your data and quality of our out put
is the first priority, Brightleaf is:
ISO 27001:2013
Certified

SOC 2 Type 1
Attested

ISO 9001:2015
Certified
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PRODUCT FEATURES - THIRD PARTY PAPER DATA
EXTRACTION AI SOFTWARE LICENSE
INTERFACE
Clean API for connection with Partner CLM
systems



SECURITY

 Encrypted data in transit or at rest
CONFIGURE
Add/delete attributes at any stage of the
extraction
De ne and extract any custom attributes



 Pre-Written rule sets for easy extraction

EXTRACT
Detect/Extract clause and provision
Table Extraction
Standard clauses v/s Non-Standard clauses
comparison




 Compare and red-line clauses against your
standard clause library
 Check extracted information visually against your
original document
 Quality check within the application

BRIGHTLEAF - PARTNER PLATFORM INTEGRATION
Brightleaf receives list of attributes and documents to be extracted

CLM Platform

Brightleaf
Connector

Brightleaf Core
Extraction Module

Extracted meta-data and OCR'ed file

 A list of standard attributes and provisions can be viewed on www.brightleaf.com/standard-attributes
 For customization of these standard attributes or definition of custom attributes, please contact Brightleaf at
info@brightleaf.com

About Brightleaf:
Meet our Software: Brightleaf has its own AI/NLP Software to analyze contracts and extract/track all meta-data elements,
clauses/provisions, obligations, and any custom attribute to client specifications. This AI Software can be licensed by
companies as SaaS software. The extraction engine has also been integrated into CLM systems for Third-Party Paper data
extraction and legal review. Please click here for more info.
Meet our Service: Brightleaf uses its AI Software for legacy contract migration into a CLM system, providing a complete
service for meta-data/clause extraction, clause comparison, contract risk scoring, etc. for a large number of contracts. This
service includes de-duplication of documents, matchups of masters and addendums/creation of contract hierarchy,
renaming files, etc. so that perfect data, the original file and the OCRed PDF file are ingested into a CLM.

Ready for the next step?
Contact Brightleaf for a demo
Brightleaf Solutions, Inc.
1600 Beacon Street | Suite 211 | Brookline, MA 02446-2233
Phone: 1-888-489-1800 | Email: sales@brightleaf.com | Website: www.brightleaf.com
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